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Summary of Proposal
Weather has a tremendous effect on people’s lives. In recent years there has been an increase of
reported extreme weather events in Portugal, some with fatalities. These events, depending on their
nature, are difficult to predict. This difficulty arises from several reasons; the temporal and spatial
scales of weather phenomena can be greatly reduced as well the lack of reports and weather
observations which reduces our knowledge about the weather phenomena, making it difficult to
forecast. Short range forecast or nowcasts are of great importance since they can improve
commercial activities like aviation, wind and solar energy, outdoor and fishing activity, sport events,
construction and agriculture.
In this work proposal the student is expected to improve short range weather forecasts (6 to 12h) by
using a numerical model. During the course of this work it will be necessary to explore several
configurations of a weather numerical model, in terms of domain geometry, initialization and
parameterizations, in order to produce a more realist forecast. Since numerical models outputs can
be unrepresentative of local phenomena, it will be also necessary to develop a model output statistic
(MOS) to improve model skills.
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